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METAMORPHOSES

REBECCA GOULD
THE TWILIGHT OF GEORGIAN LITERARY MODERNISM

If I had to offer an analogy between Georgian and
another world literature, the most obvious choice would be
Armenian. Both Georgian and Armenian have in common
a literary tradition at least as old as the late fourth century,
the earliest date for which literary texts are extant. Both
Georgian and Armenian have their own scripts, distinct
from the Arabic one which flourished in their midst. Both
Georgian and Armenian literary cultures developed in the
context of profound and longstanding interactions with
Middle Eastern and especially Persian worlds. Both Georgian
and Armenian have flourished under Sasanians, Abbasids,
Mongols, Safavids, Ottomans, and, finally, Russians.
Both literary traditions were permanently altered
by modernity, more so than most world literatures. In both
cases the transition into modernity meant a new orientation
towards Europe; Georgia and Armenia suddenly entered
European literature, whereas before they had belonged to
the Persianate world. This had interesting implications for
literary modernism; most of the poems translated here mark
a sharp turn away from the Oriental strains of medieval
Georgian poetry. This turn had been initiated a century
before with the Romantic poets Alexander Chavchavadze,
Grigol Orbeliani, and Nikoloz Baratashvili.
Titsian, Paolo, and Galaktion-the three poets
represented in this selection-·are the shining stars of the
Blue Horns movement which began to take shape in the
1910's as Russia underwent the sea change which resulted
in the Bolshevik Revolution. At least four poems translated
here attempt to capture the heady atmosphere of these
days of literary creation and political revolution: Iashvili's
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"From the Heights" and:Galaktion's "Blue Horses,"
poetic manifestoes and tributes to youth;' and Titsian's two
elegies, "For Galaktion Tabidze" and "In Memory of Sergei
Esenin," about the famous, Russian poet (and husband of
Isadora Duncan) who killed himself because he could not
face the brutality of the new Soviet r e g i m e . Of the three poets translated
is my subjective
view that Titsian was the greatest of' them all. Many
Georgians would
with me. Galaktion is the poet
par excellence of Georgian lyricism. He is unsurpassed in
the melodic qualities of poems such as "Exile" and ''Amirani,
Chained."The latter retells the story of Prometheus , a hero
who, for all of his famed'
Hesiod and
Aeschylus, is widely considered to have "originated in the
Caucasus. Every Caucasian literature" possesses its'''''own
Prometheus legend (the myth figures most prominently in
Chechen, Abkhaz, Ossetian, and Georgian folklore), as well
as its own name for the ill-fated blacksmith who rebelled
against the gods by bringing fire to the
In Georgian,
he is known as Amirani. ,,'
{,
Those who appre'ciate words that'provoke as well as
soothe will find in
unmatched by his more
famous cousin. Titsian's political
gives his
a force absent fromotlier Soviet poetry written during
the 1920's and 1930's., In' his ability
combine classical
aesthetics with a
power, he sta.nds alone. Paolo
Iashvili's legacy is the most laconic of these three poets;
his collected poems and.translations fill tWo volumes, by
contrast with the twenty volumes of the complete edition
of Galaktion, and Titsian's three volumes, including in it
translations from Armenian and
probably based
on cribs supplied by other poets.
also
experimental among this triumvirate, and the most given to
as "Desk-'My
reflection on the nature of art, as poems
,
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Parnassus" and "Poetry" attest.
Titsian was an essayist and critic as well as a poet;
his reminiscences of traveling through Armenia should be
classed alongside Mandelstam's Journey to Armenia (1933).
Both poets also have in common the fact that they were
killed in the purges of 1938. Mandelstam visited Tbilisi on
several occasions, and each time he stayed at Titsian's home.
The comparison could be extended even further. Compare
Titsian's "The Black Sea" (the original title invokes the sea's
Greek name, Ekvsinis Pont) with Mandelstam's famous
nameless poem which begins "Insomnia. Homer. Taut sails."
Both poems rely upon the imagery of the Black Sea and use
its ancient Hellenic history to generate new meaning in a
post-Hellenic, post-classical present.
Of all Titsian's works, "Gunib" is the most resistant
to summary. Comprehending it requires deep cultural and
historical background, ranging from ancient Caucasian
history to the Russian conquest to the subtle transformations
effected by Soviet ideology. I will not attempt to chronicle
here the full range ofTitsian's references, but merely suggest
some of the most important trajectories. "Gunib" is the
last in a cycle of poems devoted to the North Caucasian
mountaineer struggle for independence during the war. In
each poem, Imam Shamil is depicted byTitsian as a spiritual
leader and noble fighter for freedom. "Gunib" is the name of
the village in Dagestan where Imam Shamil surrendered to
Russian troops in 1859. Imam Shamil's surrender heralded
the .end of the Caucasian War which had dragged on for
half a century.
The choice of topic was a dangerous one. By the
1920's, Titsian was writing about a moment in history
which had lost its charm for Soviet historiography. In the
works of Nikolai Pokrovsky, the most important historian
of the Caucasus War, who wrote in the late 1910's and
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early 1920's, Shamil had been valorized as a heroic resister
to Russian imperialism, but the days when it was possible
to critique the conquest as a negative moment in North
Caucasian history were over. The emphasis had shifted to
celebrating the benefits of Russian civilization which the
conquest offered those few mountaineers who remained
alive to appreciate it after the genocide which took place
over the course of five decades. It had been the bloodiest war
the mountaineers had ever experienced. They had fought the
Mongols, the Saljuqs, the Safavids, the
and emerged
from such battles relatively unscathed. But Russia proved the
most formidable opponent of all. Since modern technology
was not on their side, this was a war the mountaineers were
destined to lose.
Titsian opens the poem with the announcement
that he has crossed into Dagestan and is now on the path
to the legendary Gunib. He then proposes two opposed
identities for himself as a poet: "I am a giaour, but I am now
a murid." Well-known as the Islamic term for a Christian
infidel,giaour appears in other Georgian literary texts, most
notably Alexander
short story "Eliso" (1881), in
which Vazhia, a young Georgian man, falls in love with
Eliso, a Chechen girl. In this text, as in Titsian's poem,
Georgians such as Vazhia are referred to by Chechens as
giaours. The Georgians, from the mountaineer perspective,
are enemies because their religion affiliates them with the
Russian colonial enterprise. Titsian's choice of terminology,
already innovative in the sense that it reads the author's self
from the perspective of a cultural (Muslim) other, is no less
brilliant in the surprising juxtaposition of giaour with its
diametrical opposite: murid, the Arabic word for disciple or
follower.
After looking forward into the future and intimating
that the injustice of conquest will be avenged at the end of
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time, the poet returns to his time and place, a present imbued
with the past. Mter describing the mountainous landscape
as a place where dinosaurs roamed and comparing the
Caucasus mountains to a guillotine, the poet sees a destroyed
eagle's nest and is filled with shame. The shame is a quite
clear reference to the participation of the Georgian poets
Grigol Orbeliani and Nikoloz Baratashvili as officers in the
Tsarist army during the conquest of the North Caucasus.
Sixty years after the conquest, the effects of
colonialism were clearer that they could have been to
Orbeliani or Baratashvili at the time. Many, even most,
Caucasian mountaineers had been deported to the outer
regions of the Ottoman Empire. Galaktion memorialized
this tragedy in a poem for which he chose a tide from
Georgian's rich lexical of Arabic words. "Maxajiri," the
Georgian tide of the poem translated here as "Exile," is a
word in both Arabic and Georgian. Its origins go back to
the Prophet Mohammad's journey from Mecca to Medina
to escape his persecutors, as narrated in the Qu'ran, but
muhajir is also used more generally· in Islamic languages
to refer to anyone forced to leave their homeland. Like the
Abkhazians forced to abandon their homeland for alien
Ottoman territory in the late nineteenth century, Muslim
emigrants from India to Pakistan after the partition of1947are also called muhajirs. (The word is identical; the only
difference is in the orthography.)
Did these poets know what they were doing when
they invited Russia not only into their cultural sphere, but
also to invade and conquer the Dagestani and Chechen
peoples of the north Caucasus, Titsian asks. "Gunib" is an
argument with the Georgian literary tradition, but it is also
a testimony to the complicated relationship between one's
self and one's ancestors, dead witnesses who possess the
power both of judgment and release from guilt. We must be
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responsible to our ancestors because they have created the
world we inhabit, the poet"says. We must seek to overcome
the guilt their crimes have bequeathed to us, because not
doing so means
their nightmares.
Who does amis, the demonstrative pronoun "its," in
the line amt"s
shents xom gedeba (literally,
"its pain touches you too, "translated here as "this mountain's
grief belongs to you") refer to? Whose pain touches the
Georgian people? .One assumption could be that Titsian
is speaking of the sky, given that the prior line referred to
the sky's destruction, but'to reduce the reference to the sky
along would be reductive; for Titsian also has in mind the
mountains of the Caucasus, and beyond that, the Dagestani
and Chechen peoples who inhabit them. Georgian is richer
that English in its capacitY to refer to an object in a poetically
suggestive fashion--.without making lexically explicit the
object of its reference. Certainly, the pain belongs to the sky,
but it is not only the sky's pain which Titsian brings to our
attention. The pain· touches Georgia,· but Titsian references
a more cosmic pain as well; 4e is engaged in an argument
with history.'
Surrounded by powerful Islamic civilizations, the
Christian Georgians felf their way 'of life to be constantly
under threat. So they turned to Russia, in the hopes offinding
in Russia's benevolent' bosom a more nurturing protector
than Persia had been. Particularly at the moment when
this poem is set, 9-eorgia was' ready !o embrace Russia with
open arms. As Georgia'sonly powerful Christian neighbor,
Russia represented the last flickering hope of survival for
the Georgian people.'
.
But Titsian, as ,I have said, has an argument with
this version of hi;tory.'He does not agree with either the
Russian colonial narrative of the
Georgian-Soviet
Caucasian past. Rather'tllan viewing the Georgian fight for
f
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freedom in opposition to those headed by north Caucasian
Muslim leaders, such as Imam Shamil, "Gunib" sees these
two struggles as part of the same battle. Dagestani and
Chechens are Muslim; Georgians are Christian. In a specific
historical sense which has more currency today than it did
five hundred years ago, they were fighting on different sides,
for different ends.
Grigol Orbeliani admired Imam Shamil, but Shamil
was also his primary antagonist, insofar as his loyalty was to
the Russian Tsar. Orbeliani participated in countless battles
against the Imam. Nikoloz Baratashvili pitied the Chechens,
but he also wrote poems which celebrated their annihilation
at the hands of Russian imperial troops. Titsian's poem is in
direct dialogue with these predecessors.
His statement amis t'kvili, sakartvelov, shents xom
gedeba, that the unknown object's pain touches "you"
(sakartvelo, Georgia, is in the vocative case) too, is an
argument against and with his ancestors, whom he blames
with ruining Georgian literature. Titsian is hardly the only
writer to attempt to redefine modern hierarchies of space
and time. What makes this text rise so high above other
such works-what keeps it from being a mere artifact of
nostalgia-is his awareness of the historical factors involved
in creating Georgian and the north Caucasian identities.
Titsian understands that these identities are more imagined
than biological, and that just as writers in past centuries have
created identities for their peoples, so too does the modern
writer form new identities by critiquing past models. Titsian
does not celebrate identity; rather he disambiguates identity
from patriotism and offers us a new cosmopolitanism,
capable of weathering coercions imposed from above.
External impositions are unacceptable for this poet, in the
space of this poem.
And who exactly is· engaged in plundering, for the
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purposes of this poem? Are the plunderers Russian officers,
well known for their massacres of entire mountain villages
(auls), for burning homes, and for deliberately destroying
the mountain landscape? Are the plunderers Georgians,
who assisted in annihilating Muslim mountaineers
through their support and often participation in the Tsarist
army's conquests, and for which they received generous
compensation? Or are the plunderers Dagestanis, lekis, who
devastated the Georgian countryside through kidnapping,
raiding, and other forms of plunder? Just who is destroying
the other, who is to be blamed, who is to be condemned?
Titsian's own poetic ambivalence, which straddles many
different political and ethical positions, makes such questions
impossible to answer in the singular. The real plunderers here
are those who have created the polarities which structure his
life and the lives of all Georgians, Dagestanis, and Chechens
under Soviet rule.
But then suddenly, the status ofTitsian's addressee
becomes clear. This marks the moment when this eloquent
poem acquires elocutionary power: tkveni ki tsaxda
samudamod brdzola medgari/ arts dagit'irebs utsxoetshi utsxota
ghame ("you who lost the eternal battle / no foreign night

will cry for you in a foreign land," translated here as "you
spoiled the battle. / The night won't weep for cowards under
a foreign sky).Though the word used here for spoiledtsaxda-describes defeat, the second qualification makes
clear the identity of the addressee ... The poet becomes a
foreigner as his imagination wanders through the mountains.
The Dagestanis, not Shamil's murids, the second audience
to whom this poem is addressed, are by contrast very
much at home in their dominions. "Gunib" is remarkable
for its lack of commiseration and for the ruthlessness of
Titsian's judgrnent upon his predecessors. No one-least
of all Titsian-is crying for Grigol Orbeliani or Nikoloz
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Baratashvili. Even though he acknowledges their greatness
as poets, and their contributions to Georgian literature,
he does not wish for their return, or mourn their passing.
Titsian's regrets are oriented to the north, to the mountains
inhabited by Muslims, to those who are supposed to be alien
to him as a Georgian, rather than to his immediate ancestors.
The legacies they left behind are as saturated in blood as the
suffering which Titsian seeks to reverse. No one is crying
for the treacherous poets, because there is no mercy in the
aesthetic universe voiced by this poem.
Kafka wrote that "the existence of a writer is an
argument against the existence of a soul." Titsian would
have followed Kafka to some extent, but his understanding
of the role of art is more political. He predicts that poetry
will redeem the suffering colonialism inflicted on Georgians,
Dagestanis, and Chechens. But let us also do justice to
the majesty of Kafka's vision of aesthetic creation: "not
alertness," he writes, "but self-forgetfulness is the writer's
first prerequisite." For both writers, virtue is intrinsic to the
aesthetic act. By virtue is understood the capacity to rise
above self-interest. These works become universal insofar
as the material which is only contingently their own is
transformed into an expression which belongs to everyone.
Both writers argue for the metaphysical centrality of the
writer's art. Here, they say, in this form of creativity which
struggles for its own internal justification, which can barely
be comprehended even by those engaged in it, lies the
possibility of redeeming the world.
If art enables self-forgetting, it also allows-indeed
it insists-that we consider the world from a perspective
other than our own. The self which speaks in poetry is not
the self which strives to achieve personal satisfaction in one's
life, which yearns for happiness, self-gratification, which
wants to be praised and comforted, secure and assured of
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its place in the world. These desires are natural and human,
and it is impossible to argue against them. Yet it is also clear
that such human needs lay at the foundation of most of the
darkest impulses behind human history and of most of the
evil in the world.
Poetry militates against these fixations. This is
not to say that the poet's words do not exist in a state of
contradiction and compromise, retained from other, less
exalted, modes of discursive expression. But poetry itself is
an argument against their validity, and ultimately a means
of undermining their power. There can be no self-interest in
the writing and the reading of poetry, because the self which
is drawn to this art form is not the self which desires to
be fulfilled. One might argue indeed, along with Kafka and
Titsian, that what this self wishes for more than anything
else is its own annihilation.
And then we finally reach the crux of the poem, and
are compelled to recall Titsian's entire poetic endeavor. He
is engaged in a defense of the aesthetic principle in the face
of polarities which were suddenly thrust onto his world
during the shift from bright hopes of the revolution to the
dreary realities of Soviet oppression. His is a defense not
of poetry as an autonomous category, disconnected from
reality, but as an agent in the transformation of the world.
It is an argument for poetry as a means of resisting those
binaries which dominate the cognitive universes of those
who dominate him, the poet. This is resis..tance, conceived
in a spirit kindred to that offered by Imam Shamil and his
murids in the face of the Russian and Georgian onslaught,
but the resistance ofTitsian's poem is not anti- anything in
the way we are trained to think about the positions we take
with regard to those subjects which matter to us.
Because this is poetry, Titsian is more concerned
with documenting the limitations of the world in which he
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writes than with adopting one side of a dichotomy. The poet
is more interested in the destabilizing effect of the poetic
utterance because he knows that poetry does not polarize
and does not seek solutions. This is reflection which offers
no easy way out of the problem of the colonial predicament.
It says we must think carefully, about the ways the world
is mediated to us through language, and about how ways
this mediation destabilizes our assumptions about our
neighbors, our friends, and our enemies. Certain questions
can only be asked in poetry; certain angles of vision can only
be experienced in space poetry creates, for our minds and for
our alternate selves.
.
The poet writes: Ar misrolia zer arasodez kajis toPi /
Arts galesili mtqmia tselze lekuri xmali (I have never pulled the
fatal trigger. / I never donned the fighter's armor.) The poet
does not have any weapon except his pen. He writes from
the position of powerlessness. But his weakness as a political
actor, the tragic helplessness of his destiny, ought not to be
taken to mean that his poetry does not claim to transform
the world. In fact, the political impact of poetry is greater
than that of the politician in the long run, because poetry
transforms not only the present, but also the future. Magram
uetsrad vazhkatsobam mets shemashpota. (But suddenly even I
am excited into manhood.) My translation of this stunning
line-"But this battle moves even me to ecstasy"-has
unfortunately not been able to retain the connotation of the
poet's recovery of his manhood.
Titsian's poems pursue a vision which sees beyond the
false divide between politics and aesthetics. The concluding
lines of Gunib are no doubt some of the most remarkable in
all of Georgian poetry:
Ar minda viqo me poeti, sislit damtrvali
da am ghamidan, datsghebuli dre rats ki gadis
me vtser poemas: rom tsetsxos tkveni ghalati
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A literal translation of these lines would read:
From this night, once the day passes
I write poetry, to cleanse your treachery

Luckily for us Titsian has attained a pitch of eloquence that
translates well into English, and my translation has been
able to retain the syntax and meaning of the original:
I don't want to be a poet drunk on blood.
Let this day be my penitence.
Let my poems wash away your treachery.

If poems are capable of washing away treacheryand certainly Titsian believes they are, and the force of his
lines seems to vouch for the accuracy of his convictionthen the political impact of poetry is no less weighty than
other projects for transforming reality.
According to his daughter, Titsian was at work on
the manuscript of a novel about Imam Shamil at the time
of his arrest by the NKVD. This manuscript was destroyed,
along with piles of unpublished work when the poet was
accused of being a spy for foreign powers (not unlike the
charge leveled against the now-deceased Shamil in 1953 by
Stalinists intent on labeling him an agent of the Turkish
Sultan).A few months earlier,Titsian along with Konstantine
Gamsaxurdia, the father of the modern Georgian novel
and of the first president of post-Soviet Georgia (Zviad
Gamsaxurdia), had been attacked in the Soviet press for
an "excess of formalism." It was a typical foundationless
assessment which had motives more sinister than a desire to
improve Georgian literary aesthetics.
Unlike Gamsaxurdia, unlike the other poets whom
the authorities rebuked, such as Simon Chikovani, Titsian
(\1
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did not recant. He did not confess to having committed a
great crime in keeping his art autonomous from the state,
or to have "failed to free himself from old traditions and to
forge closer contact with the people," as the report against
him read. In retribution for his refusal to compromise, Titsian
was expelled from the Union of Writers a few blocks away
from his home in downtown Tbilisi.1hat same night, he was
arrested. His daughter Nina was still a child at the time. All
she could remember was her father knocking on her door in
the middle of the night to say goodbye, as he was taken away
by the NKVD. "I'll be all right," he told her, "there's nothing
to worry about. I'll be back soon." He seemed to know he
was doomed, as she told me during my interview with her in
2005, in spite of the comfort her father tried to provide.
When Titsian was asked to name his accomplices
during interrogations, with great irony he told his
interrogators that the 18th -century poet Besiki, author of
much of the best Georgian poetry in the Persianate register
was to blame. Aside from this report, there is no further
record of Titsian's testimony, of what he was threatened
with, or of the ways in which he was tortured. A long time
passed before it became known that he was dead. It was in
response to the leakage of the news of his execution several
months after its actual occurrence that Paolo Iashvili, his
closest friend and an equally great poet whose poems are
represented in this collection, shot himself with a hunting
gun in the central hall of the Writer's Union in Tbilisi,
the very same building where Titsian had been arrested.
Unsurprisingly, there is no memorial to mark that event
in the Writer's Union today, though the hall itself is open,
and Georgians know where, when, and how the shooting
occurred. We will never know the contents ofTitsian's lost
archives. No doubt a great deal, perhaps even the bulk of
his greatest writings, were destroyed. Titsian was, according
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to the Bolshevik leaders who.wanted his death, a spy for a
foreign power, a Georgian nationalist, an unpatriotic citizen
of the USSR, and
threat to Soviet power.
The friendshipso:Titsian cultivated with Pasternak,
Andrei Bely, Alexander, Blok, and Sergei Esenin are well
known to those who have
themselves with this
world. Pasternak counted Titsian as one ofhis closest friends,
and he made both his
reputation
translator and the
reputation of the Georgian poet by translating much of his
work into Russian. Significantly, Titsian's most outspoken
poem translated here for the first time, "Gunib" has never
appeared in Russian. If Pasternak could have read it, he
surely would have recognize'd it as. a masterpiece. But the
times were such that
not permit Georgian poets to
honor guerilla warriors such as Imam ShamiI.
Though it would be a mistake to emphasize the
Russian dimension ofTitsian's work to the exclusion of all
others, as has so ofteri:been done, the Tabidze-Pasternak
correspondence comprises one of the more moving archives
in the history of Soviet .literature. In 1932, Pasternak wrote
to Iashvili of his love for
the fellowship he
found there with the -Georgian Blue Horn poets, and with
an intimacy so great it did not need to be stated, of his love
for Titsian Tabidze: -.Rt I ;
",
,

a

I keep writing' one . letter after another to you
and destroying.' them one) after another. This
is no longer a/matter of, carrying on a free
correspondence; [This! circle of'_ memories has
already taken
of me: already it writes
me, as Titsian would have. said. It has become
discovered in
independent o(me,. an
a ready-madeform;)ike a)lowering plant, that
is to say, it is its n!!'n equal to Scriabin, Rilke,
Venice, and THlis, all the juices of the earth,
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gradually spread by the flow of time, will feed
it ... Whatever 1... have in mind now, I shan't be
able to ignore Georgia in my next work.!

Pasternak was alluding in this letter to a metaphor
which had been suggested to him by "Poems Write Me," a
poem translated here, which is perhaps best known to the
world in the translation Pasternak had made famous:
Me art vtser leksebs... leksi tviton mtsers,
chemi tsitsxotsle am leks tan axlavs.
leksebs me vutsodeb movardnil metsqers,
rom gagitans da tsotsxlad dagmarxavs.

I don't write poems.
Poetry writes me.
This poem walks with my life.
A poem is a landslide
. which carries me away
and buries me alive.

In the original, these words convey the steady forward
movement of calm iambs over the turbid waters of poetic
passion. When Titsian writes two stanzas later that his tears
tell him he will die, we cannot but suspect a presentiment
of the fate that awaited him eleven years later. Who is the
"they" who will pity the poor boy who dwelled by the river's
edge, who made of poetry his viaticum? I suggest that "they"
are Titsian's future readers, the ones he imagined into being,
rather than the ones who actually existed at the time. During
Titsian's lifetime, no one was able to appreciate his poetry;
even Pasternak couldn't read it in the original. He required
a crib, done by Titsian himself, in order to render the poetry
into Russian. It is only in the special eternity created by
poetry that Titsian knew he would be read aright in the
64
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language in which he had composed the poem originally.
If the present translations enable non-Georgian readers to
become one of the readers who inhabit Titsian's future, then
they will have served their purpose. They do not do justice to
the aesthetic nuances so abundant in the original, but they
do aim to suggest, if only by accident, something of what
always gets lost in translation.
Notes
1. Pasternak, Boris. Letters to Georgian Friends. Trans. David Magarshack.
(New York: Penguin, 1971),37.
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TITS IAN TABIDZE
Translatedfrom the Georgian by Rebecca Gould
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IN MEMORY OF SERGEI ESENIN

Untamed colt, bloody Mongol king,
you belong to poetry.
Stay here, do not leave.
My sin, my poem, brings you to the grave.
Russia's sad steppes
followed you to the Darial. 1
Our souls can't hide from each other
the tears that burn our eyes.
You weren't the only one
to regret life. Who can count
those whom the shame of living
made them want to die?
Poems poured from you,
an incurable bleeding stream.
Your death couldn't purge
their malleable pain.
Drunken Paolo boiled his hat
in a cauldron of stew.
As the ice cracked outside,
death took hold of you.

.

Poetry remains the same;
The muse creates new dawns.
We were written for another time.
The victorious ones will slaughter us like dogs.
1. 'The reference is to the Daria! Gorge, which marks the border between Russia and Georgia.
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Your words keen inside me.
Esenin, say the last toast:
the bread 'of your flesh
bleeds red wine intoTmy cup."
<;f

",.

:"

We are not unlike

other;:-':'
us
"
First the victorious ones corroded us
our
<
then
'J. ,,'

"<f

"'.

• •."

Now
a feast:,
That's
'suffered ..
when they crushed his bones:':::"
We
Say the first toast:
the accordion broke'
I couldtifexplain
the

<

night ;t the inn ,.
your grave.
to my beloved
my

It's all a pity, of
but you, especially, dC3:d- -"
Pretty boy! Sergei Esenin!"'::
Numrrtothe words of this oath:
\

. (:.:" ,

My friends, if our heads roll >
somewhere into ideep pit,r,nay
the world'know: among the poets,
Esenin was the brother of us, all.

:

(,

..

2. Georgians have a tradition of saying toasts to the departed while dipping a' piece of bread in a glass of wine.
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GUNIB

I crossed Dagestan. I saw Gunib.
I, an infidel, now a shahid.
My sword is an arrow; it will not bend
though it may kill me.
The sky drowns the mountains in snow.
The peaks stand tall as a guillotine.
When the deluge returns,
when the dinosaur roams,
the wind will utter its vengeful tones.
I see the ghost of a nest, ravaged by eagles.
My eyes recall my shame.
How did they embalm these cliffs?
Why did they exterminate this sky?
Georgia, this mountain's grief belongs to you.
Our bones rot beside our swords and bayonets,
I pity my gangrened Georgian flesh.
Those who gave their lives are safe in paradise.
As for you who remain behind,
my Georgian brothers, memory has no mercy.
Tonight, the wind shudders.
Shamil prays for his men.
You sold us into slavery, you spoiled the battle.
The night won't weep for cowards under a foreign sky.
I never pulled the fatal trigger.
I never donned the fighter's armor.
•
But this battle moves even me to ecstasy.
I don't want to be a poet drunk on blood.
Let this day be my penitence.
Let my poems wash away your treachery.
"
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FOR GALAKTION TABIDZE(i927)
I

I

I
I

I
I

Our fathers rot in the cemetery together,
on the edge of our village, [
,
where the wind blows both ways.
One name made us twins.<,
.
We drank from the same breast,
and now our poems stand side by side,
the yards of our verse undivided;
one house, one door.
7"
Poems follow us like a
current.":
We were baptized in the same font,
written in these same double lines. .
Our ears were inscribed With these

sounds.

/.'.

The fields' melodies bring carts of
and troubadours, serenading the roads, ,.,
and thorns, caressing our bare fe'et in this;
paradise. I fell in love withyou,"
my village, where the wind blows both ways.
The laurel wreath blinded you in childhood.
We sing together with the toad's heavenly orchestra.
Now the hungry wolves roar in their pits.
The mud is as deep as diriosaur graves .
."<

Our spades and sickles
rusty with disuse.
Someone took the bell from the tower.
Our mothers bake
."
of bread, blessed by their teart
,
;
If only the good people . ,
would dare to return.
If only someone were left alive.
in this cursed world.

.'
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POEMS WRITE ME (1927)
I don't write poems.
Poems write me.
This poem walks with my life.
A poem is a landslide
which carries me away
and buries me alive.
I was born in the month of April
when the apple blossoms bloomed.
White rains on me. I become a storm.
Tears stream from my eyes.
These tears tell me I will die.
I ask only that my words remain.
If! touch only one poet's heart,
my prize surpasses fame.
They will pity the poor boy,
who dwelled by the river's edge.
Poems were his viaticum,
poetry his guide.
The Georgian earth and sky
tortured him until he died.
They hid from him the happiness
he gave to his poems.
I don't write poems.
Poems write me.
This poem walks with my life.
A poem is a landslide
which carries me away
and buries me alive.
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WHEN BANDITS KILLED ME ON THE BANKS OF THE
ARAGVI

!:A,
t

'1

As I approach the' Darial,'i
I leave Cherkessla behind.
A lonely drop left in the Tergi
floods my heart like a sea.
A ripped sky weeps over me. Glaciers
gleam beyond the shattered firmament.
",
The wild Tergi 'River,
madly in love with the Darial
washes my cheeks.
<:
My demon chases me over the steep abyss;
Mountains spread like a' giant's 'muscles.
I feel the weight of the"
(
iron chain he
bind to my neck.
':r"
...
I know what fate awaits me
and I know it serves me;'ight.
My dear, I am no lover of empty words ..
I am no bragge( of suidd:.
t;
\ .
b

!

But the storm hurls me
into an emptiness of endless ravines.
You're a woman-:-that's' why '::
my other lovers burn your jealousy.

...
,

(

I want to be the, epic wanderer of past times
who battled ouniger that dreadful
My soul teems with YOllr grie£ ;:,
.
My body floods With your tears;,,'
,;',
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I want to embark on a journey,
I want to open this road to my suffering.
Bandits killed me on the banks
of the Aragvi, but you can't be blamed.

(1926)

THE BLACK SEA

Beautiful Black Sea,
who created the voice
which makes me shiver
when you sing Medea's song?
I yield to this hurricane of fantasies
to the fire of the dragon's jaw.
I hunt for the golden fleece.
I yield to fatality.
Say what you will:
poetry lives long.
The waves of Mit os clasp me
as I sing the new songs.
The unsaid embraces me.
Old myths bind me.

..

Something said trembles in me.
New Argos, Orpheus I sing.
I want to speak of our heroes,
sweet as this dark sea,
but I choke on my creeds.
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This city resembles a dove in palm trees.
It flies towards me and the mountain.
The moon hides in the waves of the clouds,
as though demons commanded him to drown.
The world is filled with gods.
I heed the roar of the tides.
I observe the Argonauts crossing
their tumultuous path to sanity.
Like the Argonaut's song
this August night bends
into the heavens.
They make the sky and earth
fall in love again.
(Gagra [Abkhazia] 1925)

..
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Translated from the Georgian by Rebecca Gould
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DESK—JVLY PARNASSUS

A.S though I was just writing a letter
suddenly my work becomes a dream.
Peals of the midday sky's lament
are enslaved in poetry's stream.
My thumbs probe pages for syllables
to dull the sadness of yesterdays.
The tip of my pen trills
to the nightingale's song.
Dusty yellow streaks pierce the glass.
The muse pours in.
The poet faints.
His desk takes over, crafting dreams.
His neighbors have arrived from elsewhere.
His pen brands the velvet cloth.
His notebook awaits dictation:
sing, pen, sing your nightingale's melody.
Vultures converge on the steppes.
Quails assemble on the fields. Dense forests
follow the falcon flying through the sky.
JVEountain shingles explode the firmament.
Stalks of barley and black wheat
nod ominously. I race towards them.
The poet's pen no longer sings
though it used to be his nightingale.
(1932)
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FROJVI T H E H E I G H T S

This is our field.
We greet the fate framed for our destinies.
We never wanted more
or less than whatever everyone had.
Bounded by Georgia's mountains,
her colors follow us in song and sound.
The mountains set the table like hungry wolves,
preparing banquets for the guest of honor.
We are the chosen ones.
We rarely show our fear.
We are young, and the sun
is the herald of poetry
We can't endure the fire's glare.
Such is the thrill of youth:
on rainy days the sky beams for us.
I smile, as the coffin-maker
wraps a sheet over his unlucky creation.
There is no limit to time.
Nothing can break us.
In work, Avar, and storm
we preach life's bounty.
Green leaves, bird songs,
water's whispering melody,
the lashes of the women we once loved
such are the ashes of memory.
But when Ave kiss them,
they stand as the guards to our eternity.
(1934 )
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W h e n the words stop flowing, may I go insane.
W h e n I can no longer praise the sun,
may I dig out my eyes.
Poem, if you cannot kindle the fire,
you are a piece of flesh ripped from my heart
dead before you were born.
War is everywhere in flames.
The resisters have fled to the forests.
But worse than all these things
is the poet, sick with inspiration.
ЪЛ.у hollow body roams the city.
I look just like the others,
except, as they say, I write poetry.
No one knows the fire that burns
my brain like treachery.
•
�•

'"'iit^

H o w many eyes does it take to see everything?
H o w many hearts do I need, to despair?
H o w many people must I ruin for my poems
to sparkle, pure as butterfly wings?
Words nag me like death.
Myv blood, my thoughts, my soul
become their slave. The night is over.
Dawn bursts upon the edge of the day.
^Neither man nor skeleton, you are memory.
Every poem I write is a year
struck from the book of my life.

£* If this poem is to be my last one
pmayithe crows relish its delicacy
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BLUE HORSES

Like a flood of dew the descending sun
illuminates the other side.
Invisible embankment, clouding my eyes,
homeless and silent.
Cold swirls in the empty void,
in graves made of grief.
Fire fades from your eyes.
Skeletons of forests, faces gone mad,
empty days envelope me.
My blue horses dream.
They assemble before the mirror.
Time passes, immune to regret.
The lust which spawned the night
dies like a voice in the heat of a sermon,
bound to a wheel of fire.
ЪЛу blue horses bring no fabled peace
only the grave, the forced retreat.
A. slim arc of light wraps
round the sleepy curves of my chimera, hiding.
Dead numbers, days thirsting in the desert
Skeletons of forests, faces gone mad.
Snow flakes melt into dew.
In the grave, damned,
like a wandering sea,
like fate's wheel turning
at the speed of light,
on the opposite side of eternity
my horses come to me.
89
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AIVIIRANI, C H A I N E D

When I watch the silent night
my senses shape these images.
IVly heart hears the mountains beat,
trembling my strange fears.
They say Amirani was given pain
and the night made to set on his dawn
because he dared to master
darkness, to become a hero.
Exiled by those he loved,
he could not meet the
trembling of the sun.
His rock was cold with dew.
Snow flurries, rain, and wind
surrounded him with wild roars.
The armies of centuries
pushed forward in pain.
The ravens picked his heart to pieces.
Day replaced evening, evening day.
The hero knew what his chains were for
but he didn't complain.
Every year he shifted the stake
until he ripped it from the ground,
and almost won,
his wishes almost came true.
A. mocking black bird
flew over the Caucasius cliffs
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and arranged its wings
on the stake.
When the hero pulled the heavy hammer,
the bird flew away.
The hammer beat the stake
down stronger.
Once he
The bird
Amirani
enslaved

cut the bird's wings.
died on the stake.
stood free,
no more.

When I watch the silent night,
my senses shape these images.
IVly heart hears the mountains beat,
trembling my strange fears.
(1938)

EXILE

]Vly homeland,
my grief,
what you suffered
with the mutilated ones.
Time is a cloud of
what you saw
and of what I remember.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.
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Fate punished us
for suffering long.
In the blood-soaked fog,
in a pool of tears,
on the clay earth
I breathe the dryness
of your silence.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.
How can I forget
the turquoise forest,
the proud mountains,
Gemini's stars
the turmoil and sorrows
our villages like swamps
the reeking dead?
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.
The sad mast
steers its course
over the quarreling waves.
Rain weeps
on the ship's planks.
Everywhere we go
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.
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Mist fills the sky
like aged. wine.
I wont live to see our victory.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.

Those who lust for war
are full of hope.
Only the devil observes
from the side.
I bring a single hope
to this foreign land.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.

Soon the raging sun of 3Vlay
will drown me with blossoms,
I bring my exile with me
to remember Spring
in this foreign country.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.
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The roads are closed but
the sun will shield us
with her scimitar.
Even in the grave I feel her heat
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.

I die dreaming of what will come
when the Abkhaz sun
shines on Turkish dirt and mud.
I sacrifice myself in exile.
I rub a fist of your flesh
against my brow.

I cross the abyss
drunk on my blood
and the dawn of cherry trees.
Banners bend their head
towards me, the muhajir,
the exiled one,
who rubs your flesh
against his brow:
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If our swords meet
our guitar strings will sing
and the old melody of exile,
of endless needing,
will become our refrain.
I rub your flesh
against my brow.

Nothing heals me:
not your hunting or horse�racing
nor your joyful screams
not your wine and song
or your careless feasts.
Not even the conversations of friends
are as sweet as the flesh
I rub against my face.

The trees are uprooted.
3VLy soul wanders groundlessly.
I remember the enemy's raids:
the ruins he left behind
and my mother's gentle eyes.
Her ashes replace me
as I rub your flesh
against my face.
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But tears don't stream from me
as they did when I was alone.
Abkhazian heroes,
my brothers in pain,
we will mourn and find refuge together.
Let us scoop this earth,
let us eat the flesh of the land
where we were born.
(1945)
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